
From: Karthik Navayan
To: Raghu P
Cc: Vara Prasad; Vijay Raju; Indira Rani; Vijay Naugain; Sehjo Singh; Sandeep Chachra; Vineet Kapoor
Subject: I will not visit office but continue working
Date: 02 September 2013 05:20:00

Dear Raghu, good morning!
I am sorry to inform you that am not in a position to attend office
physically hence I have taken a decision that from 2nd September 2013
onwards I will not visit office but continue working and attend/accomplish
the tasks I supposed to look after. I feel that I should do this till the issues
raised by me are logically concluded and a decision is delivered. 

I had to take this decision for various reasons such as I am not feeling any
comfort to sit in the office without having any agreement/contract. And I
am feeling like sitting in a place where I am not belongs to, So it is
amounting to degrading of self dignity; furthermore this is equal to an
unauthorized entry into an office as my contract was expired on 15th may
2013 and not renewed after that.

When we organized democracy dialogue in EFL University, Vijay asked
me to prepare a TOR for Dr Felix Padel, as we invited him as speaker and
paying resource fee (we paid him with thanks letter). If we need a TOR for
hiring a person for an hour, I wonder how come my services have been
utilizing since 16th May 2013 to till date without having any written
mutually agreed agreement/contract. Am surprised that how ActionAid
auditors will accept this? I leave it to your discretion.

As you are well aware I have written two letters with regards to the
prejudiced behavior and its impact on my prospects. The first letter I wrote
on 26th January 2013 to country director and senior management team ,
 again on 26th June 2013 I wrote another letter to India country Director
and All ActionAid India staff. To my second mail many colleagues have
expressed their solidarity and concerns.  And I have been eagerly waiting to
inquiry to be done and justice delivered.

I was in an opinion that, the process of inquiry will be completed and
issues will be resolved in a month’s time, but two months have passed
away and I did not receive any indication of start date of inquiry and in
how many days it will be completed and decision delivered. Furthermore
even my contract also not been extended.  I wrote to you and HR
requesting to extend my contract on 17th August 2013 and till now there is
no reply to my mail. Given the situation how I can continue in an
ambiguity?

My doctor also suggested that continuing in this kind of horrible situation
will affect the physical and mental health of any individual believes in self
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respect and self dignity. I am worrying about my heath and family. Please
understand my situation I am a human being with heart and mind, not a
machine. I am expecting an inquiry and justice. I hope this is possible in an
organisation like ActionAid.

In view of above circumstances i have decided not to be in the office
physically but continue working, until all the issues resolved appropriately,
I will be available on phone and email. Also I will attend the P&B in
Chennai from 18th to 20th September. Don’t hesitate to contact me if there
is any work that needs my attention. 

 
Regards
 
Karthik Navayan


